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I.
Family member and DNA sample characteristics
Source of genomic DNA
DNA was isolated directly from unpropagated peripheral nucleated white blood cells of individuals, to avoid any genomic point mutations, indels and rearrangements that may accumulate during the establishment of a cell line, and that may obscure genephenotype correlation analyses (S1, S2).
Participant characteristics
The clinical characteristics of the affected individuals have been reported previously (S3, S4) , and as kindred #1 in Ng et al. (S5) The parents self-report European ancestry.
Principal components analysis of ancestry-informative markers confirms tight parental clustering with the CEU HapMap population (Fig. S4 ). In the entire body of literature for
Miller syndrome, there is neither recorded an instance of intergenerational transmission nor of an instance of consanguinity in affecteds. We tested the genomes of this family to confirm the absence of consanguinity. European genomes, subject to a population history including selective sweeps, contain homozygous blocks ranging from 140 kb to 1.9 Mb (S6) . Tracts longer than this would suggest consanguinity. In our four individuals, there are no homozygous blocks longer than 1.84 Mb; therefore there is no evidence of consanguinity. Miller syndrome has the following aliases listed in OMIM: "postaxial acrofacial dysostosis," "POADS," and "Genee-Wiedemann syndrome." (S7) The two children have a pulmonary phenotype, known by these concurrent exome and genome sequencing studies to be primary ciliary dyskinesia, that is similar to the phenotype of cystic fibrosis. The two children and their mother are heterozygotes for the ΔF508 variation in CFTR (confirmed by the Complete Genomics data), but this genotype does not account for the pulmonary phenotype of the children. The pulmonary phenotype is recognized as primary ciliary dyskinesia based on the identification of the recessive mutations in DNAH5.
IRB approval was obtained from Seattle Children's Hospital and from the Western
Institutional Review Board (#2008.0005). All participants provided written consent.
II.

Sequence generation
Sequencing and assembly
Complete Genomics, Inc (Mountain View, CA), used their paired end library preparation and sequencing-by-ligation methodology as described recently (S8) . The average depth of haploid coverage by mapped reads in the sequenced family was 51x in the mother, 88x in the father, 54x in the daughter and 52x in the son. The resulting called coverage is indicated in Fig. S2 . Reads were mapped to the NCBI reference genome (NCBI Build 36.1) or recruited by the mapped mate-pair reads for local de novo assembly as well as for determining genotyping calls for each reference position for each genome (S8) . Data for each genome were delivered as lists of sequence variants (SNPs and short indels)
relative to the reference genome accompanied with variant confidence scores.
Libraries for sequencing were generated using a four-adaptor protocol (S8) . Briefly, sequencing substrates were generated by fragmenting genomic DNA followed by recursive cutting with type IIS restriction enzymes and the insertion of directional adaptors. Hundreds of tandem copies of the resulting circular substrates were then replicated with Phi29 polymerase (RCR). The resulting concatamers, referred to as DNA nanoballs (DNBs), were adsorbed to grid-patterned arrays. An unchained probe-anchor ligation sequencing chemistry (cPAL (S8)) was then used to independently read up to 10 bases adjacent to each of the eight anchor insertion sites, resulting in 35-base matepaired reads (70 bases per DNB). Following background removal and image registration, intensities were extracted from the DNB nanoarrays and used to call and score each base. The resulting mate-paired reads were aligned to the reference genome. This process had a yield in mapped sequence bases in the mother, father, daughter and son of the sequenced family of 143.9 Gb, 249.9 Gb, 152.8 Gb and 148.4 Gb respectively.
Average discordance rates within all mapped bases in the data ranged from 2.0% to 2.5% over the four genomes; within the highest-scoring 85% of read bases, the discordance rate (which includes true variations) ranged from 0.57% to 0.64%. Within the staggered reads overlapping each genomic position, up to twenty different probes (ten on each strand) assay each of the four bases; thus, base calling errors are largely uncorrelated across reads. The distribution of the mate gap (the genomic distance in bases between the two paired ends of each read) varied by genomic library; the most 3 probable mate gap within the four sequenced family members was 423 in the mother, 475 in the father, 390 in the daughter and 339 in the son.
At locations selected for likely differences from the reference sequence, mapped reads were assembled into a best-fit diploid sequence with a custom software suite that implements both Bayesian and de Bruijn graph techniques. For each genome and each location, this process yielded diploid reference, variant or no-calls with associated quality scores (S8).
We used variant lists defined by CGI's standard variant confidence score thresholds of 20 decibels for homozygous variations and 40 decibels for heterozygous variationsthese balance the rates of false positive variant calls (mostly having lower score) and uncalled positions. Insertions as long as 47 bases, deletions as long as 117 bases, and complex insertion-deletion events as long as 93 bases were called relative to the reference genome.
Genotype calls and coverage statistics
By "genotype" we mean: both alleles at a position. There is one genotype position in each of our sequenced genomes corresponding to each position of the reference genome. At some positions, one but not both alleles of a genotype can be called. These positions are considered partially called; for our summary statistics we tabulate these positions as completely uncalled. we are evaluating the current utility of exome sequencing for inheritance state prediction.
III. Polymorphisms
A very rare, or novel, SNP is a SNP found neither in dbSNP (build 130) (S10), the 1000
Genome Project (Pilot 1 release of April 2009) (S11), nor identified in the following genomes Venter, Watson, the first Yoruban and Asian genomes (S12-15) , and the CNV database (S16). For operational purposes, we never consider the allele present in the reference genome as a candidate, regardless of reported frequency. Theoretically, very rare reference alleles (perhaps sequencing errors) should be candidates; future bioinformatic pipelines will consider them.
There are a number of copy number variations (CNVs) between the reference genome and our sequenced genomes. Eighty of the largest of these were identified by
Comparative Genomic Hybridization with Agilent chips (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) containing 1 million probes, evenly spaced throughout genome. Of these, 38
showed heterozygosity in the parents; none were both rare and gene-spanning.
Locations spanning CNVs (either identified with the Agilent chip and/or with the HMM)
tend to have an excess of SNPs reported both in dbSNP and in our de novo analyses.
As a result, our false positive rate for SNPs is elevated in CNVs. Deletions in the reference genome with respect to our sequenced genomes result in false negatives (for SNPs and for gene candidates) over the region of the deletions. Bioconductor facilitated SNP analyses (S17) .
In addition to SNPs as described in the main body of the paper, we identified small deletions at 92,945 positions and small insertions at 85,195 positions, ranging from 1 to 117 bp (Table S1 ).
The intermarker distance in the main body of the paper of 802 bp is based on SNPs that are heterozygous in at least one member of the family. The inter-SNP distance is shorter than this, as many SNPs (defined by reference to a database) are homozygous in all members of this family. The average inter-SNP distance in this family is 617 bp. If MIEs and state consistency errors are excluded, this distance is 772 bp. Across the four 5 individuals, the inter-SNP distance excluding MIEs and state consistency errors ranges from 1027 bp to 1067 bp.
IV
Family genetics
Inheritance state analysis
An "inheritance state" is the pattern, or topology, of Mendelian allele assortment through a pedigree at a given reference position. An inheritance state is only defined in the context of a pedigree; unlike the related concepts of "phase" and "haplotype", "inheritance state" cannot have meaning when describing a single genome. For the nonpseudoautosomal regions of the X chromosome, there are two states: nonidentical and haploidentical maternal. For the HMM, to prevent overfitting or subjective bias, for each state we set all the emission probabilities of each consistent allele assortment pattern equal to each other. We set the probability of emitting an inconsistent pattern to 0.5%.
These probabilities could also have been set to empirically observed frequencies, using the frequencies of patterns as they occur in blocks selected with a heuristic algorithm on the basis of SNP pattern frequency (Fig. S3 ), or with an iterative HMM parameterestimation algorithm. Results with empirical emissions were similar to those with uniformly set emissions; therefore we chose the uniformly set emissions to prevent overfitting. In addition to the four inheritance states, we modeled two additional states in the HMM. One of these states was a "Mendelian inheritance error rich" state; for this state the emission probability of an MIE was set to 30%. The MIE-rich states are likely to contain tracts of sequence that are difficult for the Complete Genomics (Mountain View, CA) technology to accurately report. The second of these states was the "compression/CNV" state. Reads that map to very little diverged repeats or to repeat copies not present in the reference assembly can be mismapped. Since 99.85% of the positions within the family are invariant, any differences between two superimposed repeat copies will appear as heterozygous positions for all individuals (often reported with high minor allele frequencies in dbSNP). The compression state is characterized by an excess of these patterns. The emission frequencies for the compression state were set empirically, with the probability of emitting uniform heterozygosity for all four individuals set to 66% (S18). The compression state is likely to include tracts of 6 sequence that are incorrectly assembled in the reference sequence and/or that are likely to include mismapped reads in the Complete Genomics assembly. The use of the term "CNV" to describe this state would be incomplete, as this state is expected to include many sequence elements of the genome that share high similarity to each other. Some of these cannot be anticipated from analysis of the reference genome because the reference genome includes only a single copy.
Since we identified more than 3 million informative SNPs, all crossover sites could be determined with precision. Our median resolution of 2.6 kb, with a few sites localized within a 30-bp window ( Fig. 1) , is a substantial improvement over a recently published median resolution of 93 kb (S19). The methodologies and data used by the HapMap project to predict recombination rates are distinct from our methodology and data.
Therefore the two independent sets of results confirm each other and help to establish that an HMM analysis of inheritance states of complete genome sequence is a sensitive and precise method for determining the boundaries of inheritance state blocks. Our results reaffirm that the majority (~59%) of recombinations occur in and around hotspots of chromosomal recombination (S20). In the main text, when we refer to a recombination taking place in a hotspot, the bioinformatic interpretation is that for 92 of the 155 regions (median length 2.6 kb) in which we calculate a recombination to have taken place, they contain a HapMap hotspot or the closest HapMap position is a hotspot.
"Reverse pedigree analysis" has recently been reported as an alternative approach to inheritance-state block identification (S21) . SNPtrio encodes genotyping data in a data structure similar to an inheritance pattern, and infers recombination positions with an heuristic algorithm. Coop et al. report a similar heuristic algorithm (S19). HMM algorithm implementations, such as the one we report here, are likely to be slower than SNPtrio.
However, the difference in speeds of the two algorithms is unlikely to create a bottleneck in any computational pipeline for the identification of recombination locations.
Visual inspection of Figure 2 demonstrates that pedigrees of less than a nuclear family of four (trios or other sets of two or three individuals) produce a signal too noisy for precise prediction of recombination locations and inheritance states. Trios have no informative sites at all. Also, without complete genomic information, less robust inference is possible. Exome information is very fragmented; note that in Figure 2 , the exome 7 information is scaled up for visibility -the intensity of the signal is much less than for complete genome sequence.
Recombination analysis
In principle, recombinations can take place in different meioses at positions that are within a few basepairs or a few kilobasepairs of each other. If these happen in the two meioses of the same parent, leaving too few informative SNPs in between to create a signal that the HMM (or any other algorithm) would recognize as a distinct state block, they are likely to not be observed, leading to an underestimate of the recombination events. They can be observed if they occur in different parents. In only one case did a recombination in the mother and the father occur that would have been too close to resolve had they been in the same parent. The number of recombinations that we missed is likely small, particularly because crossover interference is expected to inhibit such recombinations.
In HapMap data, a hotspot is defined as a region with ≥10 cM/Mb (S22). Fig. 1 shows the distribution of maximum recombination values in 1000 Monte Carlo replicates of a same-length set of 155 windows at random locations in the genome. 5.423% of the 155,000 windows have a value >= 10 cM/Mb. A p-value for finding 92 hotspots in our observed data in 155 windows is thus 0.0542392 92 = 3.5x10 -117 . The sex differences in recombination rate are known to be most prominent around the centromeres (S23), and, indeed in this dataset, the crossover nearest the centromere was maternal in 20 of 22 autosomes ( Fig. 1) . We determined these error rates with several independent methods described below, including exome sequencing and the resequencing of ~60,000 positions, each method yielding consistent estimates.
IV. Error identification and analysis
Overall, ~70-75% of all DNA sequence errors in a four-person pedigree can be detected through family genome inheritance analysis.
Once the inheritance state has been established for a region of the genome, positions with allele patterns inconsistent with the inheritance state of a region can be inferred to be errors ( Fig. S2B) 
V. Mutation analysis
Inference of deletions from inheritance patterns
The presence of a hemizygous deletion, unreported by the sequence technology, in one or both of the parents at a site with at least two alleles can result in an observed MIE.
For example, the observed inheritance pattern [aa, ab, aa, bb] (the genotype order in the pattern is [mother/parent1, father/parent2, daughter/child1, son/child2]) is an observed MIE. It can arise from a sequence error, but it could also represent a hemizygous deletion in parent 1 that was inherited by child 2, the real underlying inheritance pattern being [a-, ab, aa, b-] . This particular explanation is only possible in a nonidentical state 
Candidate selection and resequencing
We initially identified 49,720 de novo mutation candidates among the 2.3 billion bases that were successfully genotyped in each parent-offspring trio ( 
Identification of de novo mutations
To define the list of candidate de novo mutations we used three base-calling algorithms with the Illumina sequencing data: 1) the default settings of Maq (Illumina;
http://maq.sourceforge.net/maq-man.shtml) (S26), 2) the perl script maq.pl (codistributed with Maq; maq.pl applies additional filters), and 3) a binomial method described immediately below.
To perform the binomial method, we identified all the genomic positions at each genome covered by at least eight reads. For each position, we tabulated the number of reads supporting an A, C, G or T call relative to the top strand of the reference sequence, and sorted them by decreasingly observed frequency.
At homozygous positions, a specific nucleotide is expected to be observed significantly more frequently than the other three: these are expected at low, "noise" levels. At heterozygous positions, two specific nucleotides are expected at equivalent levels, and significantly more frequently than the remaining two, which should be observed at equivalently low levels. We used a simple binomial test (with a probability cutoff of 0.01) to ascertain statistical equivalence (or difference) between the calls observed for different nucleotides. For example, a position for which the calls were A=13, C=11, G=1, T=1 can be confidently called heterozygous A/C, since A=13 and C=11 can be observed at high probability by a process producing A and C at random, but C=11 and G=1 are an improbable outcome if the process is expected to produce C and G equally. in the son) were confirmed by all three filters. We consider a mutation confirmed if the genotype calls in the resequencing data match the original genotype calls in the wholegenome data for each member of the parent-offspring trio used to initially identify the candidate mutation. This excludes all sites with a no call or discordant genotype for any member of the trio.
None of the 28 mutations confirmed by all three filters had been previously reported, whereas for each individual filter one third to one half of the confirmed positions had been reported. In addition, each of the 28 mutations confirmed by all three filters was originally identified in only one of the two children. In contrast, many of the candidates confirmed by only one of the three filters were originally identified in both children (Table   S3 ). These sites are likely to be prone to sequencing errors across a variety of shortread technologies.
Some of the candidate de novo mutations that are not included in our final list are likely to be true. However, many have properties that intuitively seem unlikely to be attributes of a de novo mutation, such as being embedded in a region rich in MIEs or an assembly compression, being present in dbSNP, or (for putative germline SNPs) confirmation in one but not the other sibling. Nearly all of the MIEs that showed no novel alleles but a pattern of observed allele assortment that was inconsistent with Mendel's rules ( Fig.   S2A ) could be explained by a pattern of inheritance of one or two heterozygous deletions.
To measure the quality of the combined Maq+maq.pl+binomial filter, we analyzed the 25 regions that we randomly selected for resequencing. The discordance rate between the original Complete Genomics data and the resequencing data was 4.2x10 -5 per genotype for the default Maq settings vs. 2.3x10 -5 for the combined Maq+maq.pl+binomial filter.
Given that the error rate in the Complete Genomics data reported here is ~1.1x10
-5
, the error rate for the default Maq algorithm was approximately 3.1x10 -5 vs. 1.2x10 -5 for the three filters combined. The incorrect confirmation of a mutation could only result from an erroneous genotype call in all three filters that matched the original erroneous call in the whole-genome data. Therefore, we estimate that the false positive rate for confirming a mutation is approximately 1.2x10 -5 per candidate mutation.
Although the false positive rate of our method was quite low, the false negative rate was substantial. Because both the binomial and the maq.pl algorithms have a tendency to report a true heterozygote as a "no call," our false negative rate estimate needed to represent sites with the exact pattern of a de novo mutation, with two homozygous reference calls and one heterozygote call. To match this pattern, we examined sites in the 25 random regions where one to two individuals were heterozygous and two to three individuals were homozygous reference in the Complete Genomics data. For each of these sites, we constructed one or two "trios", with two homozygous reference individuals representing the parents and one heterozygous individual representing the child with the candidate mutation. For each trio, we fail to detect a mutation if any of the three filters fails to confirm the genotype call for any member of the trio, and so our estimated false negative rate is the fraction of constructed "trios" that could not be confirmed by all three filters. The vast majority of such failures were the result of a no call in one or more of the filters. Sites that were erroneously called in the original data would cause us to overestimate the false negative rate, so to minimize this effect we restricted our analysis to sites that did not contain an inheritance error where the heterozygous allele was previously reported. In this process, we did not confirm 1832 mutations out of a total of 2768 constructed "trios", for a false negative rate estimate of 0.662 (95% C.I.
approximately 0.644 -0.680).
Calculation of mutation rates
The 28 de novo candidates that we report for purposes of rate estimation are 1) not in a region rich in MIEs, 2) not embedded in a likely assembly compression, 3) not known SNPs, and each one is 4) present in only one of the two children. In addition, we estimate that the false positive rate of our confirmation step is approximately 1.2x10
Therefore this small set was likely to have zero false positives. As a final check, we evaluated these SNPs with Sequenom (San Diego, CA) MassArray genotyping and confirmed the calls for all 28 de novo candidates (Table S3) .
To incorporate the uncertainty in the false negative rate into the confidence interval of the mutation rate, we first note that the mutation rate estimate is derived from the outcome of two random variables. Let the first random variable equal a Poisson with unknown parameter λ, to represent the number of identified de novo mutations. Let the second random variable equal a binomial with parameters n=2768 and unknown p, to represent the number of confirmations in the estimate of the false negative rate. The true mutation rate, μ, is equal to:
The log likelihood function for λ and p is:
The maximum likelihood estimate for λ/p is equal to 28/(0.338)=82.8. We estimate the 95% confidence interval for λ/p from a 2-parameter likelihood ratio test using a χ 2 approximation. Then the upper and lower confidence limits for λ/p are the respective minimum and maximum values of λ/p for which the following condition holds:
A solution to this equation by numerical methods yields a 95% confidence interval for λ/p of 50.0 to 127.8. Then the 95% confidence interval for μ is 6.8x10 -9 to 1.7x10 -8
.
The false negative and false positive rates were estimated based on the resequencing data from the randomly selected regions. However, these were tiled at a different density than the candidate de novo mutations, which adds uncertainty to the estimate of the intergenerational mutation rate. Specifically, the randomly selected regions were tiled at one probe per ~24 bases whereas the candidate mutations were targeted with 4 probes (2 identical probes in each orientation) corresponding to a single location.
Although our mutation rate estimate is representative of approximately two-thirds of the genome, we excluded regions of the genome that may be more mutable; inclusion of these regions might result in a higher reported mutation rate. In addition, we were only able to identify single-nucleotide mutational events. Although the comparable phylogenetic estimates also include only single-nucleotide substitutions, recent evidence suggests that a fraction of these substitutions may be the result of multi-nucleotide mutational events (S27) . A summary of the mutation rate calculation is:
28 mutations / (1.83 billion diploid base pairs x 2 individuals) = 7.6 x 10 -9 per diploid base pair before adjusting for false negatives 7.6x10 -9 / 2 = 3.8 x 10 -9 per haploid base pair before adjusting for false negatives 3.8x10 -9 / (1-0.662) = 1.1x10 -8 per haploid base pair
While the mutation rate estimate of 1.1x10 -8 per site is unbiased, it is only representative of approximately two thirds of the genome. This fraction of the genome is not a random sample; instead it necessarily represents the proportion of the genome that could be reliably sequenced with two different technologies. If regions of the genome that are more difficult to sequence are also more mutable, the mutation rate in the remaining one third of the genome will be higher than 1.1x10 -8 per site. Because CpG sites mutate at a rate 10 to 12 times higher than other sites (S28), they provide an indicator of the mutability of a genomic region. In the 1.83 billion bases we surveyed for mutations, the proportion of CpG sites is 1.8%. In the remaining 1 billion bases of the reference sequence, this proportion is 2.3%. From this factor alone, we estimate that the mutation rate is at least 20 4% higher in the third of the genome that we could not survey. We expect to see a modest increase in intergenerational mutation rate estimates over time, resulting from the incorporation of more mutable regions of the genome as sequencing technology improves.
None of the confirmed de novo mutations are on the Y chromosome and, as expected, all mutations are at positions homozygous reference in both parents, so cannot be assigned to a parental origin based on allele assortment pattern. We cannot estimate the ratio of maternal:paternal mutations. We could not confidently estimate a de novo indel mutation rate. It is unlikely that many, if any, of the observed 28 mutations are due to mutations in the first few non-germline somatic cell divisions of an individual. If that were the case, our estimated germline mutation rate would be lower, and become inconsistent with phylogenetic estimates.
VI. Analysis of mutations and disease genes
Detrimental mutations
We used the KnownGenes database from UCSC supplemented with a list of 718 miRNAs as the implementation of our definition of a "gene" for purposes of considering gene candidates for inheritance models. We enumerate all missense and nonsense mutations, together with mutations in miRNAs, UTRs, non-translated transcripts, splice sites and nearby sequences, and highly conserved regions. This approach will miss many detrimental variants, such as at enhancers that are not conserved across species; this approach will falsely count many variants, such as missense variants that do not alter function.
We use a PhastCons28 score ≥500 for our operational definition of highly conserved sequence (S29, S30) . For operational implementation, a non-coding transcript is any transcript in the UCSC known genes database that does not code for a protein. This operational implementation includes, for example, many miRNA transcripts.
Our set of "potentially detrimental" changes has two types: 1) specific positions with specific changes, which are most probably detrimental, and 2) ranges of more vaguely functional positions, in which changes might be detrimental (S31-33 Previous authors have speculated that inability to distinguish detrimental variation from neutral variation will limit the utility of screening methodologies that attribute function to SNPs (S31, S34) . However, we demonstrate that for at least two disorders, current approaches to assigning SNP function (i.e., identifying missense and nonsense SNPs in coding sequences) were adequate for identifying candidates that fit our recessive models. Inheritance analysis will become more powerful with the improvement of bioinformatic characterization of the effects of variation and mutation throughout the genome on function, dysfunction, and fitness.
For Figure 3 in the main text, averages for compound heterozygote gene candidates do not include cases where both children are missing, as a substantial alteration in the definition of "compound heterozygote" occurs in these instances: the definition becomes that of any gene in which one parent has a dominant variant. The concept of "candidate allele" or "candidate gene" is Boolean, in that a gene either is a candidate or is not.
Probabilistic, or Bayesian, classification of genes as candidates would be more robust, but has not been presented here in order to allow for concise exposition. Because the choice of genes are classified as candidates or not, the precise numbers in Figure 
SNP frequencies
Thirty or more cases of Miller syndrome have been reported in scientific publications (S35-44) . It is difficult to accurately predict incidence because of the potential for acquisition bias and for diagnostic uncertainty. The observed incidence of a disease in a population is a result of the genetic model, penetrance as influenced by environmental and stochastic effects, and the fraction of cases detected by medical surveillance. For a simple recessive model with 100% penetrance, and with uniform population mixing, the incidence of the disease is the square of the causative allele frequency. If we assume between 500,000 and 5,000,000,000 births were surveyed to observe 30 cases, then the disease incidence is 6x10 -9 to 6x10 information accumulates, estimated bounds on SNP frequencies will improve. Also, as many more genomes are sequenced, and very rare and rare SNPs are submitted to databases, the upper bound estimate for population frequency of any SNP not in any database will drop. This increasing SNP frequency information will further empower methodologies for matching genetic variants to disease models based on using the expected frequency of a disease-causing variant, although the complexity of the bioinformatics analysis will increase, as it will no longer be sufficient to equate absence from SNP databases with a frequency < 0.1%. As of mid 2009, any SNP or variation previously seen is exceptionally unlikely to be etiologic for a rare recessive disorder.
For compound heterozygote analysis, a SNP seen in both parents is unlikely to be rare enough to be consistent with known disease incidence; these were also considered to be exceptionally unlikely candidates for etiology.
Disease models
For purposes of constraining disease candidates, compression and error-prone blocks were considered to be part of the inheritance state block that encompassed them.
A strong conclusion from published evidence is that the inheritance mode of Miller syndrome is recessive (S38, S45, S46 A dominant model would require either very low penetrance or a germline mutation since both parents are unaffected. Very low penetrance seems unlikely, given the known instances of two affected siblings with Miller syndrome. In the context of exact knowledge of inheritance states, a dominant variant could not be in a nonidentical block, as in order to share the de novo mutation, the children must be at least haploidentical.
The mutation is constrained to be in a region spanning 80.2% of the genome. The resulting pattern of alleles in the pedigree following a de novo mutation would show up as an MIE, with absence of the mutation in the parents, and heterozygous presence in both children. We observed 748 such SNPs, which we tested by resequencing. Three were confirmed, but none had predicted functional significance, and we ruled out the dominant model for Miller syndrome.
Relaxing the constraint that an etiologic variant be very rare increases the number of candidates (Tables S4 & S5) . For example, considering all SNPs regardless of frequency, we identified 36 candidates for compound heterozygous genes, one of which was DNAH3, a paralog of DNAH5 (Fig. S5 ). Under simple recessive models, relaxing the population frequency threshold to 10% would permit seven candidates. The candidates resulting from relaxing the frequency thresholds are more likely to have no functional effect or be an artifact of analysis than the candidates meeting strict criteria, as these more permissive candidates have weaker, less confident, predictions for functional effect (because barring balancing selection, detrimental variation is eliminated from the population, and so the higher the frequency of an allele, the less likely it is to be detrimental). Also, candidates such as DNAH5 and CES1 that have candidacy based partially on inferred data are also slightly less likely candidates than they would have been had they been based on fully called data, as there remains some uncertainty in the process of inference.
The predicted amino acid changes for the three genes that fit the compound One of the non-coding recessive candidates disrupts a putative acceptor splice site just 5' of a previously unannotated upstream exon in SP9, the mouse ortholog of which is implicated in embryonic skeletal malformation. Figure S1 . Called coverage in all 4 genomes.
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VII. Supplemental Figures
Sequence reads were mapped to the NCBI reference genome. Because each individual's genome is diploid, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertiondeletion polymorphisms (indels) were tabulated for both alleles of each individual genome for each position in the reference genome. The observed genotype sequence is therefore the pair of base-calls for both alleles at each chromosomal coordinate position.
For some positions, only one allele, or neither, could be confidently called; these positions are denoted as "not covered." In the four individuals (mother, father, daughter, son), the percent of fully called sequence was, respectively: 85%, 91%, 91%, and 92%.
In this pedigree 96% of all of the reference positions were genotyped in at least one family member; 81% were genotyped in all four (Table S2 ). The reference genome was divided into seven non-overlapping classes: Exome, Unique, CNVs, and four classes of repetitive elements. The UCSC KnownGenes collection operationally defined the exome. 31 Figure S4 . PCA plot with the two parents and the HapMap phase 2 populations.
The parents cluster with the Utah HapMap sample. To build the dataset, the phased HapMap phase 2 dataset was merged with our complete genome sequence data. The PCA was generated from pairwise genetic distances for each individual in the dataset.
All 2.19 million SNPs were included that met the following criteria: 1) unambiguous genotypes in both parents (no nocalls), 2) present in phased HapMap phase 2, and 3) the forward and reverse complements of the polymorphic alleles do not match (to avoid SNPs that might have been typed on the minus strand in HapMap). The tight clustering of the parents with the Utah HapMap sample is a demonstration of the accuracy of our data, in that we can merge it with another highly accurate dataset without introducing artifactual population structure to the individuals in the two datasets.
Figure S5. Compound heterozygous candidate genes.
These genes may be considered as candidates for Miller syndrome, or any recessive phenotype shared by both children. Rare diseases such as Miller syndrome would be more probably encoded by a gene near the origin than a more common recessive disease. Any allele with a frequency above 20% is unlikely to be detrimental, as it would have been purged from the population by selection unless the negative selection was balanced by a positive effect of that allele (51). 0*, reported in a SNP database, but without a reported frequency. (4) Genotyping failed in the mother, while in a haploidentical maternal region the 'b'-allele in both kids would have been inherited from the mother. Considering that the potential de novo mutation represents a known allele and that the capture array coverage was very weak for the maternal genome, we predict this to be a false call rather than a de novo mutation. 
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VIII. Supplemental Tables
